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The related work section will be divided into two parts. The first
part introduces the concept of unikernels, why they are important
and what benefits they have. This part will also talk about some
implementations of the unikernels. The second part introduces
some ideas associating unikernels with the Linux OS.
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ABSTRACT

Unikernel is a newly developed technology that will benefit cloud
computing, system optimization, high performance computing, etc.
Currently, its development is still preliminary while the problems of
unikernel are insufficient. With more researchers involved, unikernels will become the next stage of system virtualization, or even
the next evolution of operating systems. This project aims to do
research in an idea of running unikernels as processes on Linux and
proposes to solve issues of the corresponding open source project.
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INTRODUCTION

The first unikernel-like systems were designed in late 1990s. However, because of the hardware requirement and the low demand of
their potential, unikernels were paused and faded from researchers’
sight. The technology behind unikernels has been developed over
the last five years. Unlike a complete operating system such as
Linux, which has an expanded kernel to support a wide range of
functionality, a unikernel is stripped off all the unnecessary parts. In
other word, it is a specialized, executable image that is deployed directly on hardware and linked with target application[14]. A similar
idea of a lightweight runtime environment is the container which
is now in great demand. However, Filipe et al. [12] pointed out that
containers offer weaker isolation than VMs. Thus, the unikernel
seems to become the next stage of system virtualization. Moreover, the idea of implementing unikernels on Linux has become a
major branch of unikernel studies. Since this is newly-developed
technology, researchers have not found many problems on this
topic.
Dan et al. created an open source project called Solo5, which is
a general sandboxed execution environment suitable for running
applications built using various unikernels[16]. Their research provides a practical and accessible way to implement unikernels and
utilize their advantages. I am interested in system virtualization
and motivated to find a general methods of improving application
performance. Unikernels seem to be the best fit. This proposal aims
to contribute to the Solo5 open source project. Currently its goal
is to solve three issues of the project including: Proper support for
cross-compiling, Better error reporting in the ELF loader, Sandbox
elftool. The current three issuses where chosen randomly and may
change depending on my further investigation of the Solo5 source
code.
This paper includes the following sections and presents them in
this order: Abstract, Introduction, Related Work, Design, Budget,
Timeline, and References.

3.1

RELATED WORK

What are unikernels

The work in category concerns primarily with unikernel as a separate micro system from a complete operating system. Lankes et
al. viewed unikernels as a totally independent system image to be
used for extreme scale computing[8]. Projects under this category
are application oriented. In other words, their unikernels care only
about how to be applicable.
Unikernels are machine images constructed by using library
operating systems. They are composed of the minimal set of libraries which correspond to the OS constructs required for some
specific applications to run. In other words,unikernels strip away
everything that are unnecessary. They are specifically designed for
certain applications and do not provide any other options. Besides,
unikernels can directly run on the, virtual or real, hardware without
an intervening operating system[16]. Since they only use a small
set of the resources required by a complete operating system, they
are lightweight and platform-independent.
The idea of such a micro system came from the demand for
an improvement of the traditional operating system virtualization.
Anil and David in their paper stated that the traditional operating system virtualization,while being very useful,is built upon an
already layered software stack and thus adds more burden to the
overall system[11]. They pointed out a typical virtual machine that
contains a full operating system image was reasonable in several
years ago because high cost of building such a system, i.e., a single
system to perform multiple tasks was desirable. However,nowadays
most deployed VMs ultimately perform a single function such as
acting as a database or Web server. The demand for a single-purpose
virtual machine is a reflection of the inexpensive cost of building
new virtual computers. Thus come the unikernels. The new technology is capable of delivering: system security, small footprints,high
application optimization, near instant boot times, good resource
utilization. Unikernels could dramatically improve the performance
of the target application. A similar purposed technology of lightweight virtualization is the container, which is now widely used
in many fields such as cloud computing. Google also ran most of
its services in containers. However, Filipe et al expressed the concerns for the security problem of the containers in their paper[12].
The API that a container use to interact with the host OS is fundamentally difficult to secure, even with many isolation mechanisms
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introduced in the past few years. In addition,containers are vulnerable to DoS attack.Thus they proposed to replace containers with
unikernels, which provides high isolation as a complete VM and
no less efficiency.
The unikernels introduced in this section are application/function
oriented. In other words, they are designed for some particular applications or providing some specific functionalities. According
to Raza et al, there are two approaches of creating a new unikernel: a clean slate approach where the kernel is largely built from
scratch, and a strip down approach where people stripped an an
existing kernel codebase of functionality that are unnecessary for
the unikernel. One of the most famous unikernel implementation
exploring the clean-slate design space is the MirageOS, which is
extremely specialized and limited to OCaml-based applications[11].
Meanwhile, strip-down unikernels are better at porting software by
preserving the general-purpose libraries and interfaces of a legacy
kernel codebase. One representation of this type is the RumpRun
unikernel which contains a heavily-reduced version of NetBSD[14].
In addition, unikernel communities have now developed many
different unikernel implementations for other languages, some of
which are able to support common applications and runtimes like
nginx, redis, Node.js express, Python, etc[16]. For example, HalVM8
is an unikernel based on the famously pure and lazy Haskell language [11].
With lightweight characteristics and strong isolation, unikernels
have substantial advantages for a wide class of applications. They
are well suited for microservices, network function virtualization ,
and High-performance Computing.

3.2

tender process, which has two main tasks: setup and “exit” handling.
They also built a prototype system, called nabla, to demonstrate
unikernels running as processes and implemented nabla as part of
the Solo5 unikernel ecosystem, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Unikernel isolation using a tender process with seccomp technology[16]

Unikernels on Linux

Rather than designing a new unikernel for a specific application,
work under this category focus on how to import current unikernel
implementation to the Linux environment. Some papers proposed
the idea of incorporating unikernels into current Operating System
Linux and making them compatible with Linux applications. Raza
et al argued that unikernels’ advantages represent the next natural
evolution for Linux[14]. While Pierre et al pointed out that the
barrier to their widespread adoption is the difficulty/impossibility
to port existing applications to current unikernels, they created an
unikernel HermiTux which is the first unikernel providing binarycompatibility with Linux applications [11]. These people aimed
to make unikernels backward compatible so that the unikernel
could be more acceptable and more people will be involved in its
development.
Raza et al. demonstrated that Linux can be turned into a unikernel
successfully[14]. Pierre et al. built HermiTux , a unikernel that
runs native Linux executables by providing binary compatibility,
relieving application programmers from the effort of porting their
software[11]. Dan et al. used a different approach by implementing
unikernels as processes[16]. They all showed the possibility of
merging the new technology with the complete operating system.

4 DESIGN
4.1 Solo5 Structure
Dan et al. implemented unikernels as processes on Linux[16]. Figure
1 shows an overview of unikernels as processes. They created a

Figure 2: The Solo5 unikernel ecosystem. Nabla is implemented as a new Solo5 binding and a new backend for the
ukvm monitor[16]

4.2

Project Modules

The project consists of four steps as shown in Figure 3. First, I will
do some prelimary work to create an environment for building
Solo5. Second, I will pull from the Solo5 repository and build it on
the VM. Also, I will replicate Dan et al.’s work in the paper. Third,
I will choose three issues to solve or optimize the source code
based on my investigation. Finally, I will conduct experiments on
two applications’ performance and I will communicate with other
contributors to receive feedback on my project. I will evaluate my
results according to feedback.
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TIMELINE

Table 1 shows the timeline of the project.

Jan 15th - Feb 1st

Learn about the open source code

Feb 2nd -Feb 16th

Evaluate the difficulty of each issues

Feb 16th- Mar 1st

Find three issues that are feasible

Mar 1st -Mar 14th

Build a Linux VM and install Solo5

Mar 14 -Mar 28th

Find solutions to the issues

Mar 25th -April

Solve the issues and make report.

April

Add myself to the contributor list

Figure 3: Project Framework

4.3

Project Issues

I am building Solo5 on my VM and replicating Dan et al.’s work in
their paper[16]. The challenge of each issue is still unknown. The
current three issues are chosen randomly and could be possibly out
of the scope of mine. As a result, they may change according to my
further investigation of the source code.

4.4

Preliminary Work

To build Solo5, I created a new Debian virtual machine on VirtualBox. Besides, configurations need to be done and some software
required by Solo5 need to be installed on the VM. These include:
• Git Software
• Network Configuration to enable internet access
• A C11 compiler; recent versions of GCC and clang are supported
• GNU make
• Full host system headers (on Linux, kernel headers are not
always installed by default)
• Pkg-config and libseccomp >= 2.3.3 are required
• Makefile Configuration

4.5

Experiments Design

The experiments for the project results consists of two parts. First,
after commit changes to the Github, I will receive feedback from
other contributors, which I will use to evaluate my project. Second, I will use the unikernels to run two applications, Atlas and
Mothur, and test whether unikernels could improve their performance. Based on observations, I will discuss with other contributors
to evaluate my work.
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BUDGET

There is currently no expense for this project.

Table 1: Timeline.
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